Preliminary results of a complete study protocol on synthetic vascular graft healing and its complications.
The microscopic and anatomic features and bacteriologic culture results of different portions of single, explanted dacron synthetic vascular grafts (SVG) were studied together with patient clinical data. With this complete study protocol a better understanding of the healing process and its associated pathology can be achieved. We studied three, amply distanced graft portions from each of five patients (15 total graft portions) undergoing revision for infectious and non-infectious reasons. We divided the SVG portions studied into a Group 1, with high degrees of graft healing and into a Group 2, with both infection-dependent, early healing complications and perigraft chronic inflammatory reaction-dependent, late healing complications. These late healing complications were found dependent upon a host vs graft reaction. This study confirmed in humans the important role of an internal and external fibrotic graft incorporation in the definitive healing of a SVG. A host vs graft reaction was suggested to be an alternative to the frequently cited low virulent infection pathogenesis of late SVG healing complications. A sure definition and treatment of late SVG healing complications will only be established by means of a complete study protocol performed on a large number of explanted SVGs.